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Abstract 
Markov properties of the solution to the wave equation in two spatial dimensions driven by 
a Levy point process are considered. When the velocity of waves is l, then for domains bounded 
by a plane, the sharp Markov property is shown to hold if and only if the angle between the 
plane and the time axis is at least r~/4. The sharp Markov property also holds for domains that 
are bounded polyhedra, because the boundary sigma-field is extremely large. The same is true of 
the germ-field of the boundary of a bounded open set, and this implies the germ-field Markov 
property for these sets. © 1997 Elsevier Science B.V. 
A MS class!fication: 60G60; 60H 15 
1. Introduction 
A process (U(t) ,  t E NJ)  satisfies L:L3,'s sharp Markov proper O, (Walsh, 1984) 
relative to an open set D C [R d if ,~-(D) and ,~-(/~c) are conditionally independent 
given ,~(?D),  where .N (D)=cr (U( t ) , t  C D) and (?D denotes the boundary of D. The 
process satisfies the ,qerm-[iehl Markot~ property if .Y(D) and .7( / )  c) are conditionally 
independent given (6(c~D), where for any set A, ~(A)= ["],:>o,N([A]~:), and [A],: is the 
~:-neighborhood f A. 
For Gaussian processes, these properties have been much studied (McKean, 1963: 
Pitt, 1971: Rozanov, 1982; Dalang and Russo, 1988; Dalang and Walsh, 1992a). There 
has also recently been important work regarding such Markov properties for stochastic 
differential and difference quations with boundary conditions (see Alabert et al., 1995: 
Donati-Martin and Nualart, 1994; Ferrante and Nualart, 1994; Nualart and Pardoux, 
1991, 1994: Ocone and Pardoux and the references therein). 
CLoser to the topic of this paper is the work of Carnal and Walsh (1991), who 
considered the case of the Poisson sheet and proved that it satisfies the sharp Markov 
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property for so-called relatively convex domains. They noticed, for instance, that the 
Poisson sheet has the sharp Markov property relative to the triangle 
Dj = {(t l , t2) E [~2+: tl + t2 < 1} 
but not relative to the set 
D2 = {(tl,t2) E ~2+: tl <t2}. 
Even though the first set is bounded and the other is not, there is no clear intuitive 
reason why this difference should occur. Russo (1984) proved that planar processes 
with independent increments satisfy the sharp Markov property relative to finite unions 
of rectangles. These processes were shown by Dalang and Walsh (1992a, b) to have 
the sharp Markov property relative to far more general domains. 
In this paper, we are interested in examining this property for the solution to the 
wave equation driven by Lavy noise. In dimension 1, the equation is 
~,2 U #2 U . 
(t,x)- ~xZ (t,x)=L(dt, dx), xC~, t>0.  
In the case where L is an infinitely divisible random measure, this problem has been 
examined in Dalang and Walsh (1992b). In Dalang and Walsh (1992b, Theorem 1), 
it is shown that if L is Poisson noise (that consists of unit impulses at random points 
in spac~time), then for D 3 ----{(X,/): t~< 1}, .~(D3) and Y(/3~) are conditionally in- 
dependent given Y(0D3), but this is not the case when L is signed Poisson noise 
(that consists of ±1 impulses at random points in space-time). An extension of the 
definition of Lavy's sharp Markov property was needed to get a Markov property valid 
for a large class of open sets (see Dalang and Walsh, 1992b, Theorem 2). Some of 
these results are extended to non-linear wave equations in Hou (1996). 
Because stochastic partial differential equations in more than one spatial dimension 
driven by white noise do not have real-valued process solutions (see Walsh, 1984; 
Dalang and Frangos, 1998), there has been little study of Markov properties of solutions 
to these equations, and, in particular, no study of the sharp Markov property. On the one 
hand, this has led to the study of equations driven by other types of noises (Dalang 
and Frangos, 1998), and on the other hand, because the Markov property indicates 
how information flows through space-time, it is interesting to study this property for 
equations which do have a real-valued process solution. 
In this paper, we examine the wave equation in dimension 2: 
02U 
~t 5 (t,x)-c2 AU(t,x)=L(dt, dx), xER 2, t>0,  
where A = (02/0x 2) + (~2/0x2). In this equation, the constant c is the velocity at which 
waves propagate. 
If L is an infinitely divisible random measure with a non-degenerate white noise 
part, then, as mentioned above, there is no process solution to the equation, but only 
a generalized solution. Therefore, we shall assume that L is a locally finite L6vy point 
process: U is then the superposition of waves created by distinct and well-localized 
"shocks". 
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It is particularly interesting to consider the wave equation, rather than a parabolic 
equation, say. Indeed, for parabolic equations, there is no reason to expect that the 
spatial dimension will affect the Markov property. On the other hand, because the 
propagation of waves in even dimensions is very different from odd dimensions, there 
is no way to anticipate which results of Dalang and Walsh (1992b) will extend to two 
spatial dimensions. 
The analogues of the domains DI, D2, and D 3 described above are domains bounded 
by planes. A plane in space-time corresponds to the region viewed by an observer 
moving at a constant velocity and observing one specific direction. It turns out thai 
the validity of the sharp Markov property depends on whether or not the velocity of 
the observer is greater or smaller than the velocity c of waves (see Theorem 3). When 
the velocity is >~c, we show that not only does the sharp Markov property hold, but 
.~-(?D) - .~- (D)  if D = {(t,x): t <~axl +-hx2 ÷e} (see Theorem 3(a)). When the velocity 
of the observer is <c  and L is Poisson noise, we show that the sharp Markov property 
fails (see Theorem 3(b)). 
It is well-known that in dimension 2, noises never die out, and so information about 
them should be present everywhere the (sound-)wave has passed. Thus. one expects 
the genn-field Markov property to hold, and we will show that in fact, the gerrn-field 
of an open set contains all information about the past, i.e. all information about the 
origins of waves that pass through the set (see Theorem 13). 
The issue of the sharp Markov property is more delicate. We examine this property 
for polyhedral domains D. It turns out that for these, the sharp boundary sigma-field 
.~(?D)  already contains all information about the past (see Theorem 11 ). Even though 
the sample paths of U are not continuous, the proof of this somewhat surprising t:acl 
relies on properties of real-analytic functions. The question of whether or not .~(?D} 
has this property for general domains D remains open. 
2. Background on L6vy noise 
Let .~b(N '/) denote the set of all bounded Borel subsets of Nd. A L& 3, random 
measure (or Ld'v), no&e) is a family L = (L(A), A E-JAb(N~J)) of random variables such 
that 
(i) L(AUB)=L(A)+L(B) ,  i fAg)B-~;  
(ii) L(A I ) . . . . .  L(A,,) are independent if A I . . . . .  A,, are disjoint; 
(iii) if A,, [ (3, then l im~+~ L(A,,) =0 in probability. 
It is well known (Adler et al., 1983) that these conditions imply that the log-charac- 
teristic function ~4(') of L(A) has the form 
O4(u)=iT(A)u - l r r2 (A)u2+ / i  (eiU:  1- iuz )  tt4(dz) 
., L<[ 
+ O/tl (ei": 1 ) ILA(d:), 
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where A ~-~ 7(A) is a signed measure, A H a2(A) is a non-negative measure, and #A(dz) 
is a L4vy measure, i.e., a non-negative a-finite measure such that for all A, 
#A{Z: [z[~>I}<cX~, #A({0})=0,  and f Z2#A(dZ)<~x~. (1) 
JJz 1<1 
We note that a-fields defined using L are not affected by a change in the value of  7. 
Since we exclude the Gaussian part of  the L6vy measure, we set a2(A)=0,  and we 
want a locally finite point process, so we assume that #A(E)< + oo. It follows from 
these assumptions that the log-characteristic function of  L(A) can be taken to be 
~A(U)= f (e  iuz-  1)#A(dz), (2) 
where #A(R)< + vc. One easily checks (see Dalang and Walsh, 1992b) that the set 
function A × B H #(A x B)= #A(B) extends to a a-additive measure # on ~(Ed  × E). 
A key element in our study of the Markov property is that a locally finite L6vy 
random measure on [~d (with no Gaussian part) can be represented as a sum of point 
masses at random points. That is, there exists a sequence of Ed x E.-valued random 
variables ((T~,Zk),k E ~)  such that for all A ~ .~b(Ed), 
O~ 
L(A)= ZZk l{r~ CA}. (3) 
k-I  
The points Tk are called the mass points of L. Moreover, for all B E .~(R d x E), 
q~(B) = #{k E N: (Tk,Zk)EB} is a Poisson random variable with parameter #(B), and 
for disjoint Bi . . . . .  B,,, the random variables q~(Bi ). . . . .  ¢b(Bn) are independent. Because 
of (1), almost surely, for any compact set B, ~b(B) is finite. If # =Atd) x 6{1}, where 
A (d) denotes Lebesgue measure on Ed and 6{1} is point mass at 1, then L is termed 
Poisson noise. 
In this paper, we will make the following assumption on the measure #. This as- 
sumption is used in Dalang and Walsh (1992b). 
Assumption I. For each C c E\{0}, #(dt x C) is absolutely continuous with respect 
to Lebesgue measure on Ed. 
Remark 1. Under Assumption I, for any subset A C R a with Lebesgue measure zero, 
P{L has one or more mass points in A}=0.  
Indeed, notice that P{L has one or more mass points in A} = P{#{k: Tk E A} > 0} = 
P{q~(A × E)>0},  where q~(A x JR) is a Poisson random variable with parameter 
#(A × [~)= 0, that is, a random variable that is identically zero. 
Lemma 2. Under Assumption 1, i lL  has mass points at T and T ~, then for any subset 
F C ~d X ~d with A(2d)(F) = 0, 
P{(T, T') E F} = O. 
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The proof of this lemma is identical to that of Dalang and Walsb 1992b, Lemma 
2.7) and is therefore omitted. 
3. The wave equation in dimension 2 
We consider the following linear equation in (spatial) dimension 2: 
F 2 U 
c 2AU =L(dt, dx), ( t ,x )E [g+× 
~t e 
U(0,.v) = U0(x), (4) 
U~(O,x) Ul(x), x ~ R 2. 
In the above, U0 c CI(It~2, II~), U1 ~ C(R2,~),  and L(dt, dx) is a L6vy random mea-- 
sure on ~+ × E2 C [~3 as defined in the previous section. We assume for simplicity 
throughout the remainder of  this paper that c = 1. 
Mass points of  the L6vy measure are now elements of E+ × [~2 × E and will be 
denoted (Tx.,Xk; Zk). The representation (3) becomes 
oc  
L(A) ZZ i .  l/(r,,,x~)e,4 }, for A C;J~b(~+ × E2), (5) 
k=l  
while Assumption I becomes: For each C C R\{0}, tt(dt × dx × C) is absolutely con- 
tinuous with respect o Lebesgue measure on R ~ × ~2. 
Interpreting the random measure L(dt, dx) as a distribution, the distribution valued 
solution to (4) can be written (cf. Wilcox, 1991) 
U(t ,x)=V(t ,x)+ /" S( t -  s ,x -  y) L(dsdy)  (6) 
d~ +X[R 2 
where V(t,x) is the solution to the corresponding homogeneous equation and 
s ( t ,x )  = ~( t  2 - Ilxl12)-~.21{ll,u <,t. 
Note that V is not a (classical) C2-solution to the homogeneous equation in general, 
unless Uo d C3(~2, R) and U1 ~ C2(R2, E), but is a continuous function under our 
assumptions, given by 
V(t,x) ~ S(t,x - y) Ul(y)dy + ~ ~ S(t,x - y) Uo(y)dy. 
Because ~-fields are not affected by the presence of the deterministic function V, 
we assume that U0 ~ UI ~ O. In this case, using the representation (5), we see that 
U(t,x)= f S ( t -  s ,x -  y) L(ds, dy) 
± = Zk S( t -  Tk,x-X~). (7) 
/,=0 
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Note that for each fixed (t,x), there are only a finite number of terms of the sum that 
do not vanish. By Remark 1, (t,x)~-~ U(t,x) is continuous in probability. 
Given (t,x) E N+ × N2, set 
v( t ,x )={(s ,y ) :  I l y -x l l<~s- t} ,  A ( t ,x )={(s ,y ) :  I l y -x l l<~t -s} .  
These are, respectively, the forward and backward light-cones of (t,x). The mass point 
(rk,Xk) influences the values of U(t,x) for (t,x) in V(Tk,Xk), while the values of k 
for which (Tk,Xk) affects U(t,x) are those such that (Tk,Xk)E A(t,x). 
Note that if Zk >0 and (t,x)E ~V(Tk,Xk)\ U lCkc~V(Tl,X)), then 
lim U(s, y) = + oc, (8) 
(s,y)~--~(t,x), (s,) ) ~ int V( T~,X~ ) 
and so it is natural to agree that U(t,x)= + oc (respectively, U(t,x)=-oc) if Zk >0 
(respectively, Zk <0), for such (t,x). Of course, if (t,x)E OV(Tk,Xk)A~V(Tt,XI) and 
ZkZI <0, then formula (7) is not well-defined at (t,x), but we shall agree that Iu(t,x)l 
equals oc, and this choice makes the function (t,x)~-+ I U(t,x)l upper semicontinuous. 
The convention just made amounts to choosing a version of the process (U(t,x), (t,x) 
c ~+ × N2). Indeed, for any fixed (t,x), the event 
U{(t ,x)  E 0V(Tk,Xk)} = {L has a mass point in A(t,x)} 
k 
has probability 0 by Remark 1. Therefore, this convention does not affect U(t,x) as a 
random variable for any specific (t,x), nor a-fields generated by a family of U(t,x). 
Note also that if (t,x) E ~V(T~,Xk) \ [..J lck0V(Tl,Xt), then 
lim 2tog(s, y)((s - rk )2 _ II Y -- Xk II z )1/2 = Zk" (9) 
(s,y) ~-~ (t,x), (s,y) E int V( T~ ,X~ ) 
4. The sharp Markov property for domains bounded by a plane 
In this section, we consider domains D C N+ × ~2 whose boundary is a plane H, 
i.e. 
D={(t, xt,x2) E ~+ x ~2: at+bxr +ex2÷f<O} (I0) 
for some constants f C N and triple (a, b, e) # (0, 0, 0). Let ~(//) be the angle between 
the t-axis and the normal vector to H. Without loss of generality, we assume that 
a~>0. The case a=0 corresponds to a plane parallel to the t-axis (~( / / )=  ½7z). The 
assumption that a > 0 implies that D is a wedge with the property 
(t,x,y)CD and O<~s<t ~ (s,x,y)ED. (11) 
Recall that • (D) - -a{U( t ,x ) ,  (t,x)E D}, where (U(t,x), (t,x)E ~+ × ~2) is given 
by (7). The main result of this section is the following. 
Theorem 3. Let D C ~+ × ~2 be a d()rna& whose boundary is' a plane H that has 
the property (11 ). 
(a) I f  2(lI)~ ¼~, then .C(?~D)=Y(D), and in particular, U has the sharp Markov 
property relative to D. 
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(b) Suppose L is Poisson noise. IJ "1 <y.(H)~< I U ~rc, then does not lta~e the shal 7) ~7Z 
Markor  properO, relative to D. 
Before proving this theorem, we begin with a few observations. 
(i) The graph of the restriction of a function of  the form 
(t,x) ~,zk  S(t  - tk,x ya-), x ~ gi 2, 
to any plane t= c, for c >tz, is zero outside of the disk {x c JR2: [I x -yz-I[ ~<c t;, }. 
and within this disk, is obtained by revolving the curve r~-~ za( (e - tk )2  r2) i 2 aboul 
the vertical line through (tk,3'a). This curve has vertical asymptotes at r ±(c t/, ). 
(ii) The intersection of the boundary of a forward light-cone and a plane H is an 
ellipse or circle if ~(H)< 1 i arc, a parabola (open upwards) or a half-line if ~( / / )=  .4rc, 
and the upper branch of a hyperbola if :z(F/) > i 
(iii) Let VI =V(P)  and V2=V(Q) ,  where P=(s ,  y l ,y2) and Q=(s ' ,y ' t ,y~l .  11" 
Q(V I  and P~V2,  then ~TVi and ?V2 intersect each other and the intersection is a 
hyperbola, contained in a plane F/ such that c~(//) ~ ]lrc, lrc]. It is a vertical plane 
if and only if s=s ' .  To check this, assume Q- (0 ,0 ,0 ) .  Then the equations of the 
intersection of the boundaries of the two light-cones are 
(t s) 2 = (xl -- 3'1 )2 + (x2 -- 3'2 )2 and l 2 =x~ + x~. 
Develop the square in the first equation and use the second equation to get two equiv- 
alent equations: 
2, s;, 2.). ' ,Xl- 2y2X2 -1 y~ - -1 ' ;  S 2 and , 2 .r~ + x~. 
Let H be the plane defined by the first equation. Then :~(//) tan 1((3' ~ + 3'2) ~ e/s). 
Because P is outside of V2, s 2 <y~ + Yi: and therefore this angle is in ]~x, ½~]- 
(iv) For any fixed non zero vector n, 
P{two distinct mass points are contained in a plane normal to n} 0. (12) 
This can be derived from Lemma 2. Indeed, let u, v ~ ~+ × IR 2. Then the event in ( 12 ) 
can be expressed as { ~ i : / j :  ((Ti,Xi), ( Tj,& )) ~ A }, where 
,4 {(it, c) C ~3 × IR3: (u -- r)" n - -  0}. 
The set A has dimension at most 5, so AI61(A)=0, and by Lemma 2, (12) holds. 
We say that a set D C JR+ × [R 2 is an initial set if for all ( t ,x)  ~ D, A( t ,x )  is contained 
in D. 
Lemma 4. Let  , J (D)=a(L (A) ,  A C D). 
(a) I f  D is open, then J (D)C  ~(D) .  
(b) [ /  D is an open initial set, then ,~V(D)=#(D).  
Proof. (a) If q0 is a smooth function on IR+ × Na with compact support contained 
in D, then, because U is the distribution valued solution to (4) with vanishing initial 
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condition, 
- A ~p(t,x)U(t,x)dtdx= ~pdL. 
~X~ 2 ~X~ 2 
The left-hand side of  this equality is an #(D)-measurable random variable. If A is 
an open subset of D and if ~p,, -~ 1A is a bounded sequence of smooth functions with 
compact support, then 
so L(A) C ~J(D). This shows that J (D)  C ~-(D). 
(b) Assume D is an open initial set. Because 
U(t,x) = l S(t - s,x - y)L(ds dy), 
JA (t,x) 
it is clear that ~(D)C  J (D) ,  so by (a), Y (D)= J (D) .  [] 
Proof  of (b) of Theorem 3. Since Poisson noise is space time homogeneous, we may 
assume without loss of  generality that D is the region 
D= {(t, xl,x2): at <xl + b}, 
where a~>0 and b>0.  The condition ~(c3D)> ¼re translates to 0~<a< 1. Set 
Ao=intA( l ,a -b ,O)  and F={L(Ao)=- I} .  
Note that ( 1, a - b, 0) E c~D, and because a < 1, both D N 30 and/3 c N A0 are non-empty 
open sets (see Fig. 1). Let 
FI = {L(DNAo)- -1) ,  F2= {L(L)CNAo)= I}. 
Then F Ic J (DNAo)C J (DNAo)  by Lemma 4, and similarly, F2C~(/SCNA0).  
Moreover, FCF1 UF2. Note that on F, there is exactly one mass point (T,X) of  
L in A0, so the restriction of the process U to A0 has the form 
1 
e(t ,x)  = ~[( t  - T) 2 - Ilx -xl l  2] J/21V(T,x)(t,x). (13) 
In particular, U takes the value cx~ on the intersection of  OV(T,X) and 0D, which is 
a hyperbola. 
The key observation is that this hyperbola determines the values of U on 8D N Ao, 
but does not quite determine (T,X). We make this observation precise in a sequence 
of claims, the last of  which proves part (b) of  Theorem 3. 
Claim 1. On F, Jor each possible restriction of the map (t, xj,x2)~--~ U(t, xl,x2) to 
ODNAo, there are at most two possible positions for (T, X1,X2), one in D and one 
in D c. 
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I 
q~ 
Fig. I. The sets D N A0 and /~c Iq ,10. 
Proof. One easily checks the following identity, valid for all t, T and XI: 
[ ( 2a(h+A' l -aT) ) ]  2 
(t T) e (a t -b -X i )2= t -  T+ ~27 i -  
By (13), this means that the mass point (KX/,X2) contributes the same valucs to 
U(t, xl,x2), (t, xL,x2)EODAAo, as the mass point 
( 2 (b+X, -aF)  ) , , 2a(b+Xi  aT)'XI + ~5-1  ,X2 . (14) (T ,Xh ,X~)= T+ a 2 -  1 
One easily checks in addition that the equality 
( t -  T ) : - (a t -b -X i )Z - (x2 -X~)  2 (t S )2 - (a t -b  - Y l ) : - (x2 -  y~)2 
for all t, x2, implies that (S, Yl, Y2) equals (T, X1,X~) or (U,X(,X~). 
Therefore, for given values of U(t, xl,x2), (t, xt,x2)c OD ~, Ao, there are at most two 
possible positions for (T, XI,X2). Since both T and T' must be positive, in some cases 
there will be only one possible position. 
By the choice made at the beginning of this proof, if (T, XI, X2 )~.~ D, then aT <.¥1-h. 
so T'~< T by (14), and in addition, a direct calculation shows that 
aT' - X( - b= (aT - Xi - b)>O. 
This means that (T ' ,X( ,X~)c L) ~. 
We note, for use in Claim 7, that on F, for given values of U(t, xl,x2), (t, xl,.>_) 
c (nD~ Ao, there is always a mass point (T, XI,X2) in D that gives rise to these values 
of U, but there may be none in L) ' ,  because T' might be negative. 
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~ ~  (T', x~, X~) 
z , '  
Fig. 2. The points (T, XI,X2) and (T',X(,X~). 
Remark 5. (T',X(,X2 ~) can be obtained from (T, XI,X2) by the following geometric 
procedure, which we describe in the case where X2 = O, so we can work in the txl- 
plane. Draw two lines with slopes +1 and -1  through the point PI = (T, XI). Because 
0~<a< 1, each of these lines intersects the line with equation at=x1 + b at points P2 
and P3, respectively. Then (T' ,X()  is the point /°4 such that Pj, /92, P3, and P4 form 
a parallelogram (see Fig. 2). 
Claim 2. With probability 1, each mass point of L gives rise to a hyperbola in OD 
on which U = ~xD, and these hyperbolas are all distinct. 
Proof. Each mass point (T, X1,X2) of  L contributes to U a term of the form 
~(( t  T)2 )2 2 -I/2 . . . . .  (Xl XI (x2 X2) ) ' lV(T,X,,X2)(t, xI,x2), 
which clearly takes the value <x~ on a hyperbola in #D. To prove the last part of  the 
claim, take F = {(u, v) E ~3 x R3: the light-cone from point u and the light-cone from 
point v give the same hyperbola on ~?D}. Because u and v are related by formula (14), 
F has dimension 3 and A(6)(F)=0.  The last part of the lemma now follows from 
Lemma 2. 
Claim 3. F c g (~D) .  
Proof. On the set {L(A0)=0}, U - -0  in ~DNAo, while on {L(Ao)=k}, k>~2, there 
are a.s., by Claim 2, at least two distinct hyperbolas on 0D N A0 on which U = oc. 
Therefore, F occurs if and only if there is exactly one arc of  hyperbola on cUD N Ao 
on which U =<x~, and so F is determined by the simultaneous observation of all 
U(t,x), (t,x)EODNAo. Since in fact, these values are determined by the observa- 
tion of U(t,x) for (t,x) in a countable dense subset of ODNAo, we conclude that 
F c Y (~D N A0) C ~(0D) .  
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Claim 4. P(F~ NFNF2)=0.  
Proofl On F1 (respectively F2), there is a unique mass point of L in D N A0 (respec- 
tively / )cn  A0). Each of these gives rise to an arc of hyperbola on (}D A A0 on which 
U =: vc. On Fi NF2, by Lemma 2, there are therefore with probability 1 two distinct 
arcs of hyperbolas on which U = vo, whereas on F, we have seen in the proof of 
Claim 3 that there is only one such arc. Therefore P(F~ n F NF2)=0.  
Claim 5. On F, the values q/' U(t, xl,x2), (t, xl ,x2)~ ?D N All, are determined hv thu 
arc (?/' hyperbola on Fl N Ao on which U takes the value ~.  
Proof. On F, there is exactly one mass point (KXI,X2) of L in DNAo. Therefi)re, 
for (t, Xl,X2)~ ?D N Ao, U(t, xl,x2)=: 1/c on the hyperbola H, with equations 
at =xl + b, 
(t T) 2 - (X l  -X I )2 - (x2 -N2)2  =c 2, 
(15) 
and so it suffices to show that this hyperbola is determined by H0. Solving the lirst 
equation for-rl and substituting into the second equation yields 
at : x l  ÷ b, 
(1 -aX) t2 -x~_-2(T -a (b+Xl ) ) t+2X2x2+T2- (b+Xi )  2 X2 c 2. 
116) 
The observation of the hyperbola H0 determines the coefficients T-a(b  4-)(), X~ and 
f 2 - (h + XI)2 )(22, therefore the equations of H,. 
Claim 6. Fi C,¢'(D)N,N(/Sc), F2¢,Y(L)) fh~(/ )c) ,  and P(FAFi )>O, i: .2 
Proof. We only prove the statement regarding Fi, because the other one Is similar. 
By Lemma 4(a), FI E J (D)  C.Y(D),  so we show that FL C,N(/9~). 
By observing U(t,x) for (t,x) in an open half-neighborhood f ?D contained in [i ~ 
(and in fact on a countable dense set), we can observe segments of the rays of all 
forward light-cones originating in ,10 on which U ~c, and can therefore determine 
the apex of each such cone. The event F~ occurs if and only if exactly one of these 
apexes belongs to D N A0. 
Note that 
FNF I={L(DNAo)=I}N{L(L )CNAo)  0}, 
and the events on the right-hand side are independent and have positive probability 
because L is Poisson noise. Therefore P(F N Ft )>0. 
Claim 7. I f  E c,N(SD), E C F, and P(E)>0,  then P(E NFI )>O. 
Proof. In Claim 5, we saw that the equation of the hyperbola on which U-  ~ is of 
the form 
(1 - a2)t x -.r~ +At  + Bx2 + C=O.  
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By property (8), the equation of this hyperbola can be determined from the observa- 
tion of U(t,x) for (t,x) in a countable dense subset of ODNAo, and so the vector 
H=(A,B,C)IF is in fact an ff(c~D)-measurable random variable, that determines on 
F the values of U(t,x) for all (t,x) E ODN Ao, by Claim 5. In particular, if E E ff(~D) 
and E C F, then E C a(H). 
Let fj(h) (respectively f2(h)), hE ~3, be the conditional density of H given Fl 
(respectively F2). By the observation at the end of the proof of Claim 1, we note that 
fj(h) is strictly positive on the support of the law of H, or equivalently, f i (H)>0 
a.s .  
By Claims 4 and 6, we can apply Bayes' theorem to see that 
P(FNF~IH)= fl(H)P(F(3FI) >0 a.s. 
f l  (H)P(F N F~ ) + f2(H)P(F N F2) 
Since E E a (H)  and P(E)>0, 
N F, ) : P(E N F N F1 ) : [ 1Fn~ dP = [ P(F N F, IH) dP > O. P(E 
JE dE 
Claim 8. F2 ~ Y(OD). 
Proof. Indeed, otherwise, by Claim 6, E=F2 N F would satisfy the conditions in 
Claim 7, from which we could conclude that P(F2 N F N F1 ) > 0, and this would con- 
tradict Claim 4. 
Claim 9. ~(D)  and Y(D c) are not conditionally independent given ~(~D). 
Proof. Recall (McKean, 1963) that if i f (D)  and ~(/)c)  were conditionally indepen- 
dent given Y(0D), then ff(0D) would contain f f (D)NY(bc) .  But Y(0D) does not 
contain this a-field, by Claims 8 and 6. 
Proof of (a) of Theorem 3. Let D be a domain bounded by a plane /7 such that 
~(H) ~< ~n.1 Changing coordinates if necessary, we may assume that 
D={(t,x) C~+ x~2: O<~t<~axj +b}, 
where 0~<a~< 1. Note that we have put the coefficient a in front of xl rather than t, 
as we did in the proof of part (b) of Theorem 3, so as to allow •D to be of the form 
t = constant. We first consider the case a (H)< l ~Tc, or equivalently, a < 1. 
The case :~(H)<l~z: We will say that a sequence ((ti, Yi), iEN)  of elements of 
~+ × O~ 2 is a good locally finite sequence if each compact set in R+ × ~2 only contains 
finitely many terms of the sequence and if, for all i y~j, 
Jti - t j l  - I lyi - y j l l  ¢0. (17) 
Let g be the set of all functions f : [~+ × [~2 __~ ~ such that there exists a good 
locally finite sequence ((ti, yi), iE N) and a sequence (zi, i E N) of non-zero real 
numbers uch that 
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oc_ 
/ ( t ,x )=~-~z iS ( t  - ti,x Yi). 
i=l 
(18) 
The family ((ti, yi;zi), i C ~)  is termed the determinin# jamily of f .  It is clear that 
[' determines its determining family, and vice versa; (ti, yi) is termed a mass point of 
.f and zi is the rate of f at (ti, yi). 
Lemma 6. Let (U(t,x),  ( t ,x)E R+ x g~x) be as in (7). With probabili O, 1, the sanq)le 
paths oJ'U take their values in aY'. 
Proof. From the representation (7), the sample paths of U clearly have the form (18). 
For the locally finite character, note that under our assumptions, L has only finitely 
many jumps in any compact set, and (17) is satisfied with probability I by Lemma 2. 
because {((t,x), (s,y)): I t -  s I - I Ix = 0} is a smooth manifold with dimension 5 
that has Ai6)-measure 0. [] 
Lemma 7. Suppose f ( t ,x )=zS( t -  T ,x -X) ,  where (T ,X)ED and z r;O. Then 1/ 
takes the vahw :>c on the ellipse E (T ,X)  with equations 
t axl  +b,  
(a ~-  1)x~ x~+Z(a(b -T )+Xl )x ,  +2X2xx+(b-T)  2 -X( -X  2 -0 .  
(19) 
Moreover, the three coefficients a(b - T)+X~,  X2, and (b -  T) 2 - X ( -Xq  ~ determin," 
( T, XI, X2 ) ~ D uniqueO:. 
Proof. The equation of the ellipse is determined as in the proof of Claim 5. The 
equation is not the same as in (16), and it is now the equation of an ellipse because 
a 2 - I <0. There are two solutions (T, X1,X2) and (T',X/,X2') to the equations 
a(b - T) + XL = A, 
=B,  (20) 
(b -  T) 2 -  X(  X~=C 
(A, B, C given, T, Xi and X2 are the unknowns): if (T, XI,X2) is one solution, then 
the other is 
( 2 (b -  2a(b -T+aX, ) )  T + aXI ),XI + - - - -  X2 
T+ 1 a2 1 ._ ~5 " " 
and an argument similar to that in Claim 1 shows that only one solution is in O. El! 
Lemma B. Suppose f ,  gcd  ° and f =g on ~?D. Then f =g on D. In particuktr, the 
sets of  terms of  the determining families of  f and ~,1 that correspond to mass points 
in D are identical. I f  (T ,X ;Z)  is one of  these terms, then jbr  any point (t,x) on the 
ellipse E (T ,X)  that is not on an), other ellipse on which ]Jl takes the value ",c, and 
f t :  any sequence (s,,u~) such that 
(s , , ,u , , )~(T ,X) ,  (s,,,u,)C~?DNint V(T,X), (21) 
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the number Z is given by 
Z = l in~ 2~f(s,,, u.)((& - T) 2 - Ilu. - Xll2) L+2. (22) 
Proof. For each (T,X; Z) in the determining family of f ,  there is an ellipse on 8D on 
which f ,  therefore 9, takes the value oc. Because g ~ d ~, we conclude from Lemma 7 
that there is Z' such that (T,X; Z')  is in the determining family of g. It follows that the 
set of  mass points associated with f and # that belong to D are identical. In particular, 
there is a good locally finite sequence ((ti, Yi ) ,  i C N) of elements of D and sequences 
(~, iE N) and (Z[, i c  N) of non-zero real numbers such that for all ( t ,x )ED,  
oc  ~)G 
f ( t ,x )= y z,s(t - ti, y - and g(t,x)= Z[S(t - t ,y - y , ) .  
i--I i--I 
We must show that Zi = Z[, for all i E ~. 
For each fixed ( t ,x )CD,  only a finite number of terms of each sum is non-zero. 
Therefore, if (t,x) is on the ellipse E(ti, Yi) and not on any other ellipse E(tj, yj), j ¢ i, 
and if (sn, un) is a sequence that satisfies (21) (with (T ,X)  replaced by (ti, yi)), then 
,lim 2~f(sn, u,,)((s~ ti) 2 ]lun -- yill2) 1/2 
=Zi + lim V'Z  - ( ( sn -  ti)2 - Ilu" - Yill2)l/2 
"--+~'£"~ /((sn t/) 2 Ilu. yjll2) '/2 /7/i 
=Z+. (23) 
If f were replaced by g, the limit would have been Z[. But both limits are identical 
since f=# on 8D. This proves the lemma. [] 
Because sample paths of (U(t ,x))  belong to ~ by Lemma 6, Lemma 8 tells us 
that Ul,,z) determines U[D uniquely. However, we want to show that UID is .~(~D)- 
measurable, so it is necessary to show that UID can be reconstructed from Ulen in 
a measurable way. For this, we first introduce some notation and establish certain 
properties regarding the relative positions of the ellipses on ~D on which I UI = oc. 
Let Pi  be the strip of ~D defined by 
P i={(t ,  xl,x?): t=axt  +b,  i<~x2<i+ l, t>~0}. 
Then the (Pi, i = 0, ± l ,  ±2 ... .  ) form a partition of ~D. The "boundary" of  each strip 
consists of two parallel lines. 
In the following, "horizontal ines" will refer to lines parallel to the xlxz-plane, and 
a "lowest point" in a set will be a point with minimal t-coordinate. 
Fix i, consider the set of  ellipses on 8D on which I U I = oc and the following four 
cases, illustrated in Fig. 3. 
Case (a): Two ellipses intersect right on the boundary of some Pi. 
Case (b): Two ellipses intersect opposite boundaries of some Pi at points that lie 
on a horizontal ine. 
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Case (a) 
@~" 1' ~ 
Case (1)) 
~2 
C~e (e) Ca~o (d) 
Fig. 3. Four cases that occur with probability O. 
Case (c): One ellipse intersects the boundary of some Pi at a point which is on 
the same horizontal ine as the lowest point of  another ellipse. 
Cas'e (d): Two ellipses have their lowest points on the same horizontal inc. 
Lemma 9. With probability 1, for the set q[ ellipses on ?D on which ]U] ~ ,  mine 
of the cases (a), (b), (c), or (d) occur. 
Proof. Case (a) occurs if and only if there are two mass points of L, (sl, ul, u2) and 
(h, t'],v2), say, on the backward light-cone A(t, xj,x2) from some point (t,x],xz) on the 
boundary of Pi. So (sl, ul, u:; h, vl, v2) satisfies the condition that there exists (t,.v1,.v2) 
such that 
(t--S1) 2 (X I --Ul)2 @(Y2 --l/2) 2, 
(t - tl )2 _- (xl - t:l )2 + (x: ~2 )2 
t 24  
X2 =i,  
t axt +h.  
Substituting in the values of t and x2 yields 
(a,q +b-s l )2=(x l -u l )2+( i -u2)  2, 
(ax] +b- t i )2=(x l - t~] )2+( i  v:,) x. (25) 
Solving the first quadratic equation tbr .v] gives at most two possible values. Plugging 
each into the second equation shows that (sl, ul, u2; tl, vl, r2) must belong to the union 
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F of two smooth manifolds in ~6 which have dimension 5 at most. Since A(6)(F)= 0, 
Lemma 2 implies that P{Case (a) occurs)= 0. 
Replacing (24) by 
(t - sl )2 = (xl - ul )2 + (x2 - u2) 2, 
(t - tl) 2 - (X l  - vl) 2 + (X2 ÷ 1 - v2) 2, (26) 
X 2 ~ i, 
t=ax j  +b,  
we conclude as above that P{Case(b) occurs)= 0. 
For Case (c) to occur, there must be a number yl and one mass point on the 
backward light-cone from (ayl + b, Yl,i); there must also be another mass point such 
that the lowest point of the associated ellipse on 0D is on the line with equations 
xl = Yl and t = axj + b. Therefore, this second mass point must belong to the plane 
t =-X l  + (a + 1 )yj + b. So (Sl, ul, u2; tl, vj, vz) satisfies the condition that there exists 
y~ such that 
t l=-v l  +(a+ 1)yF +b,  
(ayl + b - sl )2 = (Yl - Ul )2 ÷ (i - u2) 2. (27) 
Solving the first equation for yl gives one value. Plugging this value into the second 
equation shows that (sl,ul,u2; t l ,V l ,V2)  must belong to a smooth manifold F, which 
has dimension 5 at most. Thus, A(6) (F )=0 and Lemma 2 implies that P{Case (c) 
occurs) = 0. 
Case (d) occurs if and only if there is a number Yl and two mass points (Sl,Ul, u2) 
and (tl, vl, v2) on the plane t =-  Xl + (a + 1 )yl + b. So (sl, ul, u2; tl, v~, v2) satisfies the 
following condition: there exists yj such that 
tl - -  vl + (a + 1)yl + b, 
(28) 
S l=-U l+(a+l )y l  +b .  
An argument similar to the one above shows that P{Case (d) occurs) = 0. This proves 
the lemma. [] 
Lemma 10. There exists a sequence ((Ai,Bi, Ci; Zi), i E ~] ) of  J (~D)-measurable ~4_ 
valued random variables such that the equations oJ" the ellipses on c3D on which 
[U l=~ are of  the Jorm 
(a 2 - 1)x~ - x 2 + 2Aixl + 2Bix2 + G = 0, (29) 
and the rate of  U at the mass point (T~.,X,.) associated with this ellipse is Zi. 
Proof. I f  we can determine, based on the values of U(t,x), (t,x) c OD, in a measurable 
way and with probability 1, three points on each ellipse in c?D on which I UI = oc, these 
will give us the coefficients of the equation of each ellipse (see (19)), which will 
then be ~(0D)-measurable random variables. The equations in (20) will give us the 
corresponding mass point (Ti,Xi), which will then be an ~(0D)-measurable random 
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variable. Finally, (23) applied on a countable dense subset { (s,, u,,), n ~ N } of £D will 
determine the rate Zi of U at (Ti,Xi), which will therefore be an .N(CD)-measurable 
random variable. 
So we prove this lemma by giving a measurable procedure for determining three 
points on each ellipse. We begin by examining the strip P0. Similar arguments will 
apply to the other Pi. 
Let /~ inf{xl >~0: suP0~.~:<l ]U(axl -4- b, x l ,x2) [=~}.  Then VI >0 a.s., and by 
Lemma 9, with probability 1, there is 6>0 such that exactly one of the following two 
statements i true: 
(a) Any horizontal ine with equations xl : zc, t : axl +b, with ~ c Q, and {j < :~ < li p 
~ will intersect Iu l -~{oc} NP0 at only one point. 
(b) Any horizontal ine with equations xl : :  ~, t = axl +b, with :~ ¢ Q~ and I.] < ~. </ ]  
~ will intersect IU[ -1 {oc} A P0 at exactly two points. 
In either of cases (a) or (b), we can find three distinct points in P0 with rational x2 
coordinates and with xl-coordinates between V1 and 1~ + {5 such that IU I -~c  at all 
three points. These three points are on a single ellipse on which U I -x , .  As stated 
above, this gives the equation of this ellipse and then (20) and (23) yield a mass point 
(T1,Xi) and the rate Zi of U at this point. We remove the term Z]S(t Tl,x XI ) 
from U and continue this procedure on P0 to determine the next mass point and its 
rate. We keep applying this procedure to get all mass points on P0 and then apply 
the same procedure to P1,P- I ,P2,P  x .... This will determine all the mass points in 
D and their associated rates. This proves the lemma, g5 
We now complete the proof of (a) of Theorem 3 in the case where ~(H)<¼~. 
By Lemma 6, with probability 1, the sample paths of U take their values in ~. By 
Lemma 10, for ¢,) outside a null set, the elements of the determining family of U(.)(,)) 
that correspond to mass points in D are given by a sequence ((Ti, Xi,Zi). i¢  B,~) of 
,N(~D)-measurable random variables. For (t,x) c D, the only mass points of U that give 
non-zero terms in the representation of the form (18) are mass points in D (because 
I"l <1), and so 
U(t ,x )= ZZ iS ( t  - T i ,x -  Xi). 
i I 
This shows that U(t,x) is ~(?D)-measurable, and so #- (D) - - .~(~D) .  This proves (a~ 
ire of Theorem 3 for 0~<~(H)< 4 " 
l The case ~(H) j~c.I • This case is generally similar to the case :~(H)<5rc, except 
that the ellipses are now parabolas. If the word ellipse is replaced by parabola, then 
Lemmas 6 -10  remain valid. This completes the proof of Theorem 3. 
5. The sharp Markov property for polyhedral domains 
Let D be a subset of [R+ × [R 2. Define the past shadow sel S(D) of D by 
S(D)= {(t,x) C JR+ × [R2: DNV( t ,x )  • 0}, 
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and the &her-shadow set ~¢(D) by 
J (D)  = {(t,x) ~ S(D): b n 0V(t,x) = 0}. 
I f  D is open, then both S(D) and J (D)  are open sets. 
We shall assume in this section that D is a bounded polyhedron, i.e. a bounded open 
set that is a finite union of  intersections of a finite number of  half spaces. The boundary 
of such a set is a union of  (closed) facets of dimension 2. We assume, without loss 
of  generality, that ~D is the union of  n such facets E I , . . . ,E~,  contained in respective 
planes H I , . . . , / / , , ,  with angles ~1,. . . ,  ~,, between their normals and the t-axis. 
Recall that the a-field J (D)  is defined in Lemma 4. The main result of this section 
is the following. 
Theorem 11. Let D be a bounded open polyhedron in ~+ × R 2. Then 
(a) J (S (D) \ J (D) )  C g(~D) ;  
(b) J (Y (D) )  C Y(c~D); 
(c) f f (~D)  = ~(S(D)),  and in particular, U has the sharp Markov property relative 
to D. 
The proof of this theorem is based on the following intuitive observations. First 
consider (a). For any (t,x)C S(D)\oC(D), 0V(t,x)  intersects c?D, therefore each mass 
point of  L in S(D)\~J(D) will give rise to a curve on ~,D on which IUI =oc .  If an 
1 infinite-valued curve meets a facet Ei such that ~i ~< ~,  then this curve determines the 
coordinates of the corresponding mass point (t,x) and we can use a sequence of points 
1 then the curve on the facet in V(t,x)Cq 0D to get the rate at that mass point. If  ~i > ~g, 
will not be enough to determine the mass point, but two neighboring facets will have 
to be used. 
Conclusion (b) is more surprising. Indeed, for (t,x)~ J(D), ~V(t,x) does not inter- 
sect 0D, so a mass point of L in J (D)  does not give rise to a curve on OD on which 
[U[ = oc: a new approach is needed to determine mass points in J (D) .  This approach 
will be based on properties of real-analytic functions: each mass point of  L in ~J(D) 
contributes to UI,,~ a term that is a real-analytic function on each facet of  0D, and 
mass points in J (D)  can be recovered from the sum of these terms. 
Remark 12. By Remark 1, with probability 1, each curve on which IUI = oc that cor- 
responds to a mass point (t,x) of L in S(D)\ J (D)  will be non-degenerate (i.e. not 
reduced to a single point), and the restriction to each facet will be an ellipse, hyper- 
bola, or parabola that will not be tangent o any of  the segments of Ei NEj, i Cj. In 
particular, if the curve meets a facet, the facet will contain points inside V(t ,x)  and 
outside V(t,x).  
Proof of Theorem 11. (a) It suffices to show that the restriction U[~D of U to 8D 
determines all mass points of L in S(D)\ J (D)  in a measurable way. Without Joss of 
1 for generality, we assume that there is k<~n such that ~i~< ~7"1;1 for i<~k and ~i>~rc 
i>k. 
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If k>~ 1, then with probability 1, no ellipse (or parabola) on El on which /U i-- x 
meets the lowest comer of El,  and as in Lemma 9, we can exclude lhe cases where two 
ellipses intersect right on the boundary of El, two ellipses intersect opposite boundaries 
of El on a horizontal ine, one ellipse intersects the boundary of Et at a point which 
is on the same horizontal ine as another ell ipse's lowest point, or two ellipses have 
lowest points on the same horizontal ine. Therefore, the method used in Lemma 10 
to determine the ellipses on which I U] oc and associated mass points and rates 
can be used again here to obtain all mass points ((TiI,x,I). i 1 . . . . .  tll) for which 
V(Ti I,X, I ) N El ¢; (3, and the corresponding rates (Z~ I, i 1 . . . .  , n l t. 
We then replace U]~o by U 1 [~z), where 
/11 
Ul(t,x) U( t ,x ) -  ~Z~ I S(t T,I,x-X~ I)~ 
i l  
(30 
and we repeat he above procedure on E/, j = 2 . . . . .  k, obtaining successively processes 
U 2 . . . .  , U k with fewer and fewer remaining mass points. 
If k >~ 1 and U k is not identically 0, or if  k = 0, we examine each facet Ek ~ t. . . . .  E,, 
in succession. Consider first Eh-,l. Using the method of Lemma 10, we determine 
the equations of all hyperbolas on Ek~L on which IU k] oc. The coefficients of the 
equations of these hyperbolas are .~-(E~-+l)-measurable random variables. For each 
hyperbola, there are two possible mass points, (TJ,X j ) and (T2,X 2), say, that are also 
• f(El,~l )-measurable random variables. 
Now Ex. ~1 is bounded, so the hyperbola intersects a boundary segment of E~ ~, and 
by Remark 12, the curve on which I U ]= oc continues onto the facet Ei that share:~ 
this boundary segment with E~l .  Since all infinite-valued curves that intersect an E/ 
with l<~k have been eliminated, j must be >k  and so this curve is again a hyperbola. 
It is not difficult to see that applying the procedure in Remark 5 to (T1,X ~ ) and the 
plane [ I /~ Flk+l will not yield (T2,X2), so only one of the points (TI ,X I ) and (T2,X 2 ) 
can give rise to this hyperbola on E/, and so the desired mass point is .7(Ek. i)'~.<(E, )- 
measurable. 
Repeating the above procedure for all facets Ez,+_~,...,E,,, shows that all mass points 
in S(D)\.Y(D) are ,~-(?D)-measurable, and thus ~(S(D)\. J(D))(2 .:~(~D). The proof 
of (a) is complete. 
(b) We begin by taking a closer look at possible values of U!,,l). Since D is bounded, 
,,¢(D) is bounded, so there are at most a finite number of mass points of L in .~(D t. 
Let ~,'t) be the set of all possible restrictions to OD of functions f in g' (defined as 
in (18)) that have no mass points in S(D)\ J (D).  Note that the determining family c,f 
[ ~ g ,~ consists of two subsets: 
(i) a tirst sequence consisting of elements of ,,¢(D) × N: the set of all such sequences 
is a subset of t ,=  ~,  ~,,, where i , - , ,=(. J(D) × R)" (in fact, K,, is the quotient 
of (,,¢(D) × ~)" by the equivalence relation that identifies two sequences that are 
permutations of each other); 
(ii) a countable sequence of elements of S(D)~: these mass points do not affect the 
values of  J on ~OD. 
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Let (Sm, m E ~)  be an increasing sequence of compact sets whose union is J (D) ,  
and set 
Sin 1 n 
(with the identification in (i) above). Then ~c~ =Um ~Cn, m- Let ~:  ~c ~ ~o be the 
function whose value at ( ( t i , x i ; z i ) ,  i ~ 1, . . . ,n )E  ~Cn, m is the restriction to c~D of the 
function 
n 
(t,x) ~ ~z iS ( t  - ti,x - xi). 
i--I 
I f  we equip gaD with the topology of uniform convergence, then q~ is continuous on 
each set tfn, m. 
We now need some results from the theory of real analytic functions. A basic ref- 
erence is Krantz and Parks (1992). In particular, we will use the notion of analytic 
continuation of an analytic function f defined on an open set, and the fact that this 
continuation is uniquely determined by the values of f on any given open set or a 
countable dense subset of an open set (see Corollary 1.2.5 of Krantz and Parks, 1992). 
Fact 1. The Junction ~b is one-to-one. 
To prove this, it suffices to show that for any f E ~¢ that has no mass points in 
S(D)cU(S(D) \~(D) ) ,  finD uniquely determines its determining family ((ti, yi;zi), 
i = 1,... ,n), which is an element of~.  Assume first that there is one facet El oft~D con- 
tained in a plane /-/l such that ~(//1 )~< ¼~, and recall that the facets of •D are ordered 
J for i<~k, and ~i>~ltl for i>k.  Notice that J (D)CS(D)C  UT=l S(Ei). so that ~i ~<~ 
We show first that for each i<~k, f]F, determines the mass points of f that belong to 
J (D)  AS(El )  and their associated rates. 
If  k/> l, we assume without loss of generality that the equation of I/i is t = axl + b 
and E1 is a polygon in /71, that is, E1 = {(axl  +b,xl ,x2):  (x~,x2)EEl}, where Etl is a 
two-dimensional polygon in ~2. The restriction of f to El corresponds to the function 
defined for (xl,x2) EE~ by 
(XI,X2) ~ f (ax l  + b, xl,x2). (31) 
Because f is of the form (18) and all of the mass points of f belong to J (D) ,  this 
function of two variables is real-analytic on E l and therefore determines its real-analytic 
continuation f * ,  whose domain is the maximal domain on which (31) is finite. The 
key observation is that the boundary of this domain is the union of a finite number 
71,...,7n, of pieces of ellipses (when ~(H1)< ¼r0 or parabolas (if ~(Hl)---- Ur),l on 
which If] = ~x~. For each i = 1, . . . ,n l ,  7i and fiE, then uniquely determine an element 
(t~'),xl');z~ 1)) of the determining family of f as shown in Lemma 10. Let 
tt I 
. (1 )~.  
f ,  - - t? ,x ,. 
i=1  
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If f l  is identically zero, then ((tll~,xlll;zll)), i -1  . . . . .  n,)  is the determining family 
of f .  Otherwise, replace f by f l ,  consider the analytic continuation of /1 on I71, 
whose domain is again a connected open set bounded by a finite number of pieces of 
ellipses or parabolas. Repeating this procedure gives all the elements in the determining 
family of j that belong to ,,¢(D)AS(E1 ), and even to U,,<k (,,¢(D)C>S(E,)I. 
If k<n and .Y(D) is not contained in Ui~.( J(D)~-IS(Ei)) ,  then the procedure 
above does not determine all mass points of f .  We first determine f l  ~ ~ by applying 
this procedure to remove from the sum that defines f all lerms that correspond to 
mass points of f that belong to Ui<-k ( J (D)r~S(Ei)) .  Let j be the smallest integer 
such that .['l]~.j ~ 0. Then j~>/< + 1. We want to determine all mass points of / l  
in . l iD )AS(E l )  and their rates. If it, x) is any such mass point, then Ei dV(t. .v).  
Because (t,x)¢~.¢(D) and Ej and D are bounded, there must be another facct k). 
/¢./", such that El (> V( t ,x )~ ~. By definition o f / ,  the inequalities l> j>~k,  I must 
hold. Therefore it, x) ~ S(E/). 
It follows from these considerations that in order to determine all mass points of 
f l ,  it suffices to determine for each pair j, l>~/< + 1 such that j ¢ l, l,l~c~ ;~ 0 and 
./t ]/~ ~ 0, the mass points of f l  that belong to . ; t iD)AS(E i )NSiE / )  and their rates. 
Fix such a pair {j, l}. Assume for convenience that the equation of I71 is at =.vl 4h. 
and E/= {it, a t -  b, u2): (t, x2)~E~ }, where E} is a polygon in [R::. The restriction of 
.f to E i corresponds to the function defined for (t, x2)~E~ by 
(t, x2) ~-+ ./'(t, at - b, x2) .  (32) 
We now proceed as in the lines following (31): this function is real analytic on EI 
and theretbre determines its real analytic continuation f * ,  whose domain is again the 
maximal domain on which (32) is finite. The boundary of this domain is the union of a 
finite number of pieces of hyperbolas. To each hyperbola corresponds a pair of possible 
mass points (tIl*,.r !1)) and (tI2),x(2)). As observed in the proof of Claim 1, the two 
terms S( t - tUt ,x  x u)) coincide on Hi, so we use (t(~l,x Ill) and (9) to determine the 
rate z u~ of f at either of these points. We then subtract he term 7.( i)S(t - l ( i ) ,x  x ( i l)  
from /"1 and continue this process until .fliE/ -- 0. This method yields a set of pairs of 
possible mass points and their rates. To determine which of each pair (t il ~,x ~)  and 
(t(2),x (2)) is the correct point, we apply the same method to E/: this yields another set 
of pairs of possible mass points. The points that belong to both sets of pairs of mass 
points are the correct choices. This completes the proof of Fact I. 
Fact 2. ~1/ e;,'cz) is. equipped with the c~-[ieM generated hv the' coordinate m~q~pinos 
./" ~-~ f i t ,  x), (t,x)Cc?D, then cI) -1 is measurable. 
Indeed, note that the a-field generated by the coordinate mappings is the same as the 
Borel a-field for the topology of uniform convergence on ?D. Now 4) I ........ is continuous, 
and one-to-one by Lemma 1, and 1,-,, .... is compact, so c/) i is continuous on cb(i,- ...... ). 
therefore measurable on this set. Since d;t) U ...... ci)0¢ ...... ), the function (b-I:/,'cl~ ~. 
~c is measurable. 
We now complete the proof of (b). It suffices to show that UIcL) determines all mass 
points of L in ..¢(D) in a measurable way. To see this, we first remove from UI,> all 
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contributions of mass points in S(D) \ J (D) .  By (a), this yields an Y(~?D)-measurable 
random function Y that belongs to E~D almost surely. The mass points of U in J (D)  
are simply q, - l (y) ,  i.e. form a vector of 9(c~D)-measurable random variables. This 
proves (b). 
(c) Since S(D) and J (D)  are both open initial sets, ~(S(D))=~¢(S(D))  and 
5~(~¢(D)) = J ( J (O) ) ,  by Lemma 4. By (a) and (b), 
~(S(D) )  = ~(S(D) \~(D) )  V J ( J (D) )  C J (0D) .  
Now g(0D)C .~(D)  because (t,x) ~-+ U(t,x) is continuous in probability, and 
D C S(D), so --~(~?D) C Y(S(D)) .  Therefore ,~(S(D)) = S(~D).  
The second conclusion in (c) is an immediate consequence of the first: clearly, 
.~(D)CY(S(D) )=g(~.D) ,  so Y (D)  is conditionally independent of ~( /5  c) given 
~.~(0D). The proof is complete. [~ 
6. The germ-field Markov property for bounded open sets 
Let A be a subset of ~ x [~+. Define 
if(A) = ["] .Y([A],~), 
I:>0 
where [A]~: is the t>neighborhood fA. ~(A) is termed the germ-field of A. If  Y(A) is 
conditionally independent of ,~-(A ~) given ~(~?A), we say that U satisfies the germ-field 
Markov property relative to A. 
Theorem 13. Let D be a bounded open set in ff~+ x ~2. Then (~(OD) -- ~(S(D)), and 
in particular, U satisfies the getTn-field Markov property relative to D. 
Proof. For any n ~> 1, partition R+ x ~2 into cubes with sides parallel to the coordinate 
planes and edges of length 1/(nv/3). Let G,, be the (finite) union of all such cubes 
that intersect [D]I/~. Then Gn is a bounded polyhedron in N+ x [~2. Note that 
[D]l/n C Gn C [D]2/n and OGn C [cD]3/n. (33) 
Indeed, the first inclusion holds because ach u c DI/.~ is contained in one of the cubes 
that make up G~, and the second inclusion follows from elementary geometric onsid- 
erations. To check the third inclusion, fix u E ~Gn. There are t'l ~ Gn and ~'2 E G~ cD c 
such that d(u, vl )< 1/n and d(u, v2)< 1In (d(., .) denotes Euclidean distance). There is 
therefore wl E D such that d(u, wj )< 3In. Let w be any point on the line segment with 
extremities wl and v2 that belongs to ~?D. Then d(u,w)<3/n, and so u E [~D]3/n. 
By (33) and Theorem 11, 
~,~([aD]3m ) D ;~(aG, ) = Y(S(G,  )) D Y(S([D] i/, )). 
Elementary geometric onsiderations show that S([D]~,)= [S(D)],:, for all e>0, so we 
conclude that 
~([~D]3/'n) D Y([S(D)]I/n) D ~(S(D)). 
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Letting n --, :x,  we conclude that N(gD)  D ';g(S(D)). The converse inclusion is obvious, 
so the theorem is proved. [] 
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